
We are proud to offer you our complete line of European 

beauty essentials, handmade in Budapest, Hungary. Éminence 

Organic Skin Care is the most unique and effective range of 

natural skin care products on the market today.

Our serums, moisturizers and body lotions intoxicate the 

senses with organic ingredients such as apricot, sour cherry, 

and honeydew. Éminence is truly a treat—not only for the 

skin—but for all the senses. 

Our products are not mass-produced and do not contain 

arti ficial colours or fragrances. Just open a jar to experience a 

product that is brimming with fresh herbs, luscious fruits and 

vibrant vegetables. All our ingredients, whole fruit pulp, seeds 

and herbs, are hand harvested to ensure premium quality. 

Each product is mixed in small batches and combined with 

mineral rich thermal spring water to create products with 

potent beautifying properties. Every ounce of an Éminence 

product requires personal care and attention to produce and 

package. It is the unique blend of the deep knowledge of 

nature’s plants enhanced with today’s skin care innovations 

that produces natural skin care that is both true to organic 

enthusiasts and results-driven clients.

Welcome to Éminence,
the natural choice for 

discerning skin



Our range offers clients over 60 products of specialty mas-
ques, fruit cleansers and moisturizers, herbal serums and 
stimulating body treatments suitable for all skin types including 
oily, normal, sensitive and dry. Ingredients are specially selected 
to target skin conditions such as sun damage, breakouts, 
premature aging, redness and sensitivity.

Our clients immediately see and feel the difference resulting 
from the extremely high fruit content and therefore, high level 
of active ingredients, offering dramatic results as seeds, pulps 
and peels begin the regenerative process that only nature
can produce. 

Hot paprika masques, vitamin rich moisturizers, effective 
vege table and herb treatments and innovative plant therapy: 
Éminence natural skin care products embody half a century 
of traditional herbal craftsmanship and skin rejuvenation 
techniques unique to Hungary.

Our signature treatments are the AHA Fruit Pulp Treatment 
and the Paprika Herbal Treatment.

The AHA Fruit Pulp Treatment is made from a special blend of 
organic apples, grapes and naseberry. The fruits are selected to 
contain the highest possible natural fruit acids and the resulting 
product is a high performance all-organic fruit peel.

The Paprika Herbal Treatment is a highly active detoxifier and 
oxygen booster which rejuvenates the epidermis. This rich gel 
is made from a blend of stimulating spices and herbs including 
Hungarian paprika, rosemary, lavender, sage, St John’s wort 
and thyme.

Indulge your skin and your senses in a comprehensive array 
of face, body, hand and foot treatments. These treatments are 
custom designed to suit your skin concerns or just your desire 
to relax and rejuvenate.

PLEASE ASK THE HELPFUL STAFF IN
THE SPA ABOUT THE LATEST SEASONAL 
TREATMENTS INCORPORATING BRAND 
NEW RESULTS-ORIENTED PRODUCTS 
FROM ÉMINENCE ORGANIC SKIN CARE

OR FREE CALL 1800 142 182
info@eminenceorganics.com.au


